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Future requests $10,000_ to continue publishing 
by Kathleen Foronda. 
Associate editor 
by Dennis Long 
Future staff . 
mer qua~ter. An attempt to .extend the meeting failed for lack of 
a·two~thirds majority vote. Several senators.protested 
the bill because they said they did not have enough 
time to study it and they thought it was being 
Today's Future could be the last issue for this quar- "ramrodded" through the senate. 
"But jt would hardly be to our advantage to split 
hairs with UCF. It's one of our best customers." He 
said considerations might be made to allow the paper 
to close down for a couple of weeks in order to obtain 
the needed funding. ter if the student senate fails to allocate emergency "The Future faces the possibility ·of losing large 
funds needed to continue operation. amounts of advertising reven.ue and may even lose its 
A special session of the student senate was publishing contract if its obligation to turn out issues 
scheduled for yesterday, too late in the week to b~ in- on a weekly .. basis is not upheld,'f..Ioffrrian said. 
"lf we need to bend a little to make life easier for 
the UCF publication, then we're obviously going tc.> 
do that," Noles said. 
eluded in Future coverage. According to the Future's contract with the Oviedo Dave Stroud, Future sales manager, said shutting 
down for the quarter would mean. a loss of about 
$ 7 ,000 which included. refunds to advertisers who 
have paid in advance, employees' salarfes, printing 
costs 'and the loss of possible revenue from other ad-
vertisers. University .accountant Brett Sterling said 
the Future has already incurred a $5,835 expense not 
yet paid. Stroud said "even if we (theFutu_re) do get 
"If the·senate does not agree to provide funds to the Publishing Company, Inc., the "First issue to be prin-
Future at the special° session, and if alternative finan- ted will begin 9/26/80 and will be scheduled weekly 
cing can't be found, there will not be a Fu~re next thereafter through each quarter ... "· 
week," according to the Editor-in-Chief, Laura Hof- Randy Nole,s, co-owner and chairman of the board 
fman . · of Oviedo Publishing said that. if the Future .does not 
The special session was called because the senate put issues out next month or for the rest of the quarter 
failed to .act on the bill at Tuesday's meeting. The it would "technically be a breach of.contract" and 
time allowed for debate on the bill elapsed before a that negotiations would be necessary to reestablish 
final vote could be taken. · the paper's printing co~~~c~ !or _publishing in sum- Future funding, page 2 
Congr~tulations 
Pam Glmson/Future 
President/Vice president runoff results 
Chandler wins in landslide, . 
Perez edges out Donaldson 
by Dennis Long 
Future staff 
George Chandler defeated Marcos 
Marchena by a landslide margin, bu_t 
Chander's running . .mate Mark 
Donaldson lost in· a close contest to 
Tico -Perez in run-off elections for 
student body president and ·vice 
president. 
The e·Iection results given b~low will 
not be.come official until the can-
didates have had one week in . ~hich 
th~y can contest the outcome. 
'President 
George Chandler -838 61 % 
Marcos Marchena 539 39% 
1 Vice President 
Ti co Perez 70 l 52 % 
Mark Donaldson 656 48 % 
"Now for the ha rd part--to fulfill my 
platform," Chandler sa·fd shortly after 
the results were announced Wednesday 
evening. 
p9ign that SC could fund a major con-
cert _witho_ut hurting funding for other 
programs. , 
Both Chandler and Perez said they 
didn ' t foresee any problems working 
together, adding they have discussed 
the prospect of a concert. , 
"1 have no problems with small con-
certs tbat won't lose student money--as 
long as students get something out of a 
. concert and have a good time," Perez 
said. 
"There are no problems between us 
over the concert,!' Chandler agreed. 
"We are both against a major concert 
but we think we can have a 'mid-
range' concert." 
New Vice-President Tico Perez (left) and new President George Chandier 
congratulate one another minutes after announcement of their victories. Perez won 
with 52 per~ent of the vote, and Chandler won with 61 percent. 
. During the election campaign, Chan-
dler favored on-campus concerts. 
Perez expressed doubt in the caf!1-: 
Besides campus concerts, Ch-~ndler's 
cc;tmpaign platform called for less SC 
involvement in state level politics and . 
lobbying. changing add-drop 
procedures to require appointment 
times similar to registration, and ex- , 
panding services for evening students; 
Mar.chena said the day before the 
polls dos,ed, "I have always had some 
Election, page 2 
Former biology lab manciger charged with iuniverSity thefts 
by Mary Wilson 
Managing editor 
The Fornier manager of the UCF biology lab was 
recently charged with stealing $4,500 worth of · 
university equipment through the abuse of university 
purchase orders. 
Ralph Absalom Burt II, 28, turned himself in to 
authorities last Friday afternoon on four charges of 
grand theft and one charge of dealing in stolen 
property. He 'was released the same day after paying 
a $5,575 bail charge. 
Burt, of 1081 N. Lake Sybelia in Maitland, had 
resigned in late February after the university began 
investigating hi's use of biology department purchase 
orders. · He is accused of ordering a toilet, sink, 
drapes, car battery, two ~utboard motors and an air 
onclitioner which were never received by the biology 
department. 
As lab manager, Burt was responsible for ·general 
management and ordering · of biology department 
supplies, according to Dr. David Vicke.r-s, Chairman · 
of Biological. Sciences. Burt had held the position 
since 1975. 
One of the charges accuses Burt of selling a $231 air 
conditioner purchased through the department to a 
biology lab employee. The employee told in-
vestigators she wrote a personal check to Burt for the 
unit, believing he had purchased it through a 
wholesale dealer he had dealt with as- an owner of 
real estate. 
According to the police report, the employee picked 
up the air conditioner at Burt's former residence in 
Goldenrod on August 11, 1980. . 
Burt is also accused of ordering two outboard 
motors--valued at $1,951 ·each, a $50 sink, a $40 car 
battery, a $45 set of drapes, and a $189 fibe-rglass 
canoe--ite'ms never placed on department inventory 
lists nor used as university equipment. 
The items cited in the charge w~re ordered between 
April 1979 and January 1980. Discrepancies bet-
ween items ordered and items actually received by 
the department were detected in an internal audit 
conducted at the request of UCF Business Manager 
John Goree. , 
Goree asked Board of Regents' auditors to conduct 
an · audit which "re.viewed purchases· in Biological 
Sciences since _ 1978," he said. Goree requested the 
audit after Dr. Ralph Llewellyn, dean of the College 
of Arts and Sciences, brought certain que~tionable . 
purchases to his attention . Llewellyn was out of town 
and could not be reached for comment. 
"Their (the BOR) report lec:t us to turri that report 
over to the (UCF Campus) Police, and the police 
began an investigation," Goree said. 
Goree said tht'. internal audit indicated questionable 
purchases totaling "in excess of $37,000 ." 
· Burt, page-2 
Page2 
UCF Pobce Chief John Smith said his investigative 
division, comprised of Investigato~ Ed -Mola"ney-and 
officer Thomas Blanton, "looked at more than 
$50,000 in purchases." He said · . only a certain 
portion of the transactions were suspect, a~d · he 
could not indicate the amount of questionable pur-
chases. 
Maloney and· Blanton worked "a minimum" ot 
200man hours on the investigation, according to 
Smith, finally turning the case over to the state attor-
ney this month. The state attorney's office would not 
inqicate whether additional charges will be filed . 
Bill Bennet, Burt's lawyer, said a trial date will be· 
determined at Burt's May 14 arraignment. B~nnet 
said it was too ear.ly in the case to comment. 
Burt declin~d comm~nt. 
According to Vickers, he first became aware of pur- · 
chasing discrepencies in early Novembe·r as a result 
Future-May 1, 1981 
of the internal audit. He accepted Burt's resignation 
from his $16,000 a 'year job. . 
Vickers described Burt as a "certainly better than 
average empl~y.ee." When he be.came aware of the 
charges, he said, "My response was originally just 
one of shock-after you've wo~ked with someone 
.five years." 
Since Burt's_arrest, Vickers said he has changed the 
procedure for biology department purchasing. He 
said traditionally, most purchase orders are issued on 
a single signature. "Now I personally sign for 
everything," Vickers said. · 
He added that he is now requiring a specific ex-
planation on purchas~ orders, of how an item is to be 
used, as well as who initiated the purchase request. 
Vickers explained that while it is relatively easy to . 
monitor what comes in.to the biology department, it 
is difficult to ensure it is being put to official use. 
"You name it,we buy it," Vickers said of the depar-
tment inventory. He added that most of the items 
cited in · the charges against Burt were not unusual 
department purchases, "except for the drapes and 
toilet." 
Goree said, "Before the week's out, I intend to revise 
the purchasing procedure us~ on campus." One 
new procedure will require two signatures for a pur-· 
.chase, that of the person placing the order and that of 
a general supervisor. 
This is the first time UCF has suffered a "white-
collar crime" according to Goree. It led to a "spot 
check" of other campus departments with no similar 
problems detected, he said. . 
When .asked to estimate the total loss to the biology 
department, Vickers said:·we probably don't know, 
and probably never will find out." 
Future funding----~-~----------------frompage i 
the money Thursday, we've lost a lot of revenue, and 
. will probably have a very small paper next ~eek." 
Stroud explained that deadlines for advertisments 
for next week's issue are on Friday and Monday, with . 
m~st of the advertisements due on Friday. He said, " I 
can't push my ad rep-s to sell ads for a paper fhat 
might not run." 
Hoffman said, "We have enough funds for this 
issue (May l) and then we break even. After that, we 
need more m:oney for any additional issues." 
Hoffman said the SC allocation would go toward
1 
approxiiltately $5 ,200 in salaries and $4,800 in 
general operating expenses. She said that university 
accountant Ray Heine had advised Hoffman and 
Future business manager Paul Taylor to request 
roughly $10,000. 
· Taylor said, "We wouldn't keep the money left 
over, it would revert back to Student Government." 
· Comments.of· administrators 
Dr. Ray Buchanan, Communicatio~ Dept. Chainnan: 
"I can't believe they (Student -Senate) could be so 
irresponsible to let the school paper die." 
Dr. Trevor Colbourn, UCF President: 
"I am acutely aware of the loss this would be for the 
campus nqt to have a newspaper. Every effort should 
be made to maintain to the campus newspaper." 
Election-------------------------£rompage1 
kind words to siy about by opponents whether I've run a very dirty campaign." 600 people during the campaign and I want to do 
won or lost. However, in this case, I am hard pressed Donaldson said he will work for the platform he what I said I would," he said. 
to find words for someone who, in my -opinion has ran o~ despite losing the election. "I ta'lked to over 
It's time to send Mom our FTD 
Big Hug Bouquet 
Mother's Day is 
Sunday, May 10. • 
OVIEDO FLORIST 




8 p.m. • 2 a.m. 
25¢ 24 oz. Beer 
$3.00 ADMISSION GUYS 

















•Full or Part Time 
•Licensed by the Florida State Board of 
. Independent Postsecondary Vocational, 
Technical, Trade & Business Schools 
•Job Placement Assistance 
· •40 Hour Course 
•Home Entertainment 
MEN&WOMEN 
I 131.2233 I 
10% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS 
~ 
~ 
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Crotty suggests ad~itting local before foreign-students 
by Michael Lafferty 
future staff 
Rep. Richard Crotty has introduced 
legislation which would increase local 
student access to state universities and 
place foreign students at lowest ad-
mission priority. 
The bill breaks down admissio'ns into 
levels of priority on a space-available 
basis. The levels of preference are: 1) 
transfer students from within the state 
university system 2) graduate students 
New· campus club 
to promote 
hu.man rights 
3) beginning freshmen and others. 
Within each of these levels, Crotty 
proposes a further admission preferen-
ce listed in the following order': l) 
university area reside~ts (encom-
passing an _ l l county area around the 
university) 2) Florida residents 
3)residents of other states 4) foreign 
students. 
UCF admissions proposals submitted 
to the Board of Regents differ from 
Crotty's bill. Dr. L~slie Ellis, vice 
by Bryan McLawhom 
Future staff 
president of Academic Affairs said 
UCF proposals put foreign stud~nts a.t 
the same priority level as out-of-state 
residents. 
Ellis said Crotty's bill is unnecessary 
and is "based on a premise hard to 
defend--that we don't want foreign 
students." The UCF proposals give a 
lower preference only to those foreign 
students who apply to · l.JCF whife 
residing in their native country. 
Foreign students residing in the U.S. 
when they apply are not given less 
preference to American students in the 
UCF proposal. 
Ellis said the 14th Amendment to the 
U.S. Constitution, which guarantees 
equal protection under the law, might 
render discrimination between foreign 
students ·and American students un-
constitutional. 
Crotty's bill has been under fire in the 
House since its introduction to the 
Higher Education Committee, which 
Crotty bih, page 5 -
The progressive Alliance, a group of students 
dedicated to the promotion of human rights, has been 
organizing at UCF. 
Progressive Alliance and-are responsible for getting it 
started. They will be the ones in charge of ob~aining 
ha~dout literature ~nd arranging for speakers. 
The alliance has names of 40 to 50 people who have 
shown interest in the group, but not all are UCF studen: 
ts . Student status is not a requirement to joio. "We will 
be composed of participants rather than members," 
The group has applied for official approval as a 
campus organization', and is expecting confirmation 
within the next two weeks. . 
The gr9up will focus on working .for -and defending 
the interests .of "ordjnary people,'-' according to Dr. 
John Riser, faculty adviser. "We are not a revolutionary 
party," Rise~ said, "but we will be actfve and . 
progressive." ' 
Five persons, including Dr. Riser, form the core of the 
MONDAY . 
Heineken Only $1.00 





Free Draft 9-11 pm 
Wine.2for 1 
said Riser. . 
The group will be at.tiliated with. the Council of 
Community Based Organizations, a coalition of 28 dif-
ferent organi~ations whi-<:_h promote causes in a:eas in-
cluding housing, transportation, day care, nutrition, 
and energy conservation. 
The alliance plans to act as a support organization 
Allian(!e, page 5 
HAPPY HOUR 
4-7 PM MON.-FRI. 
BEST POOL TABLES 
IN ORLANDOI WEDNESDAY 
Video Games 
DRAFT - 3?c or 2 for 70c a111 Screen rvt 
Pool Tournament 




LIVE' ENTERTAINMENT EVERY FRI. & SAT. 
STARTING APRIL 2-4 & 25 
THURSDAY NIGHT AUDITION NIGHT 
STARTING 23rd 
'NO COVER CHARGE 
234 So~ Semoran Blvd., Right Off E/W Expressway 






$3.00 Pitcher Bud 
The New· chicke~1Club, only at Burger chef. 
© 1980 Burger Chef Systems, Inc. 
11 a.m. • 3 p.m. 
EXPIRES: MAY 8, 1981 





Applications are now being accepted 
for the 1981-8 2 President's Leadership 
. Council. The PLC recognizes students 
who have demonstrated well-rounded 
excellence based on ·academic achieve-
ment, leadership and proven interest 
and service to UCF. Each selected 
member will receive a service scholar-
ship of $450 for two semesters. The 
selections will be made during spring 
quarter. 
To apply, a student must be a degree-
seeking junior; must have a 3.0 
cumulative GP A; must be nominated 
and recommended by a faculty 
member; and the final selection will be 
based on an individu~l interview with 
the PLC Advisory Board .. 
Applications ~re available in ADM 
282 and must be returned by May 15._ 
For more information, call Anne 
Broughton at 275-2205. 
-Scholarships 
Applications for the Scottish-
American Society of Central Florida 
Inc. Scholarship are av:ailable in the 
Financial Aid Office. To . apply, 
students must show proof of direct 
d~scent from a Scottish ancestor and 
must h~ve a 3 .. 3 GPA. The applicatioh 
deadline is May 10. 
For more information, call x2827 
Norman the armadillo 
APARTMENT SALE 
Haystacks•3315B Hoskins Holler•275-7819 
Sofa & Chair $100, Desk W/ Light & Chair $125, Bar & 2 Stools $125. 
48" Teakwood Ceiling Fan W/ Swag Fixture $75, Wicher Peacock Chair W/ 
Cushion $100, R.C.A. Console Color T.V. SlOO, Portable Black & White T.V. 
$20, Akal Stereo Amp. 40 watts $75t Akal 4 track Reel to Reel Recorder $175, 
Yamaha CR620 Stereo Receiver 35w $175, Aiwa Semi-auto Direct Drive 
turntable $150, Synergistics 6 way Tower Speakers $400, Realistic Equalizer 
t; Band $30, Yamaha HP-1 Headphones, Discwasher, Accessories-Zerostat sci 
$20, Ovation Balladeer 6 String Acoustic $275, Engagement Wedding Ring set 
$300, Cannister Sweeper $10, 2 Twin Beds $20 each. 
Plants, Cpffee Table, Iron & Board, Tools, Pictures & Many Other Items! 
·for sale help wanted 
Fisher receiver, equalizer, turntable, tape 8-track Sales people wanted - m/f, no exp. nee. Apply in 
with matching stand plus 2 4-way speakers for ~rson Mon. May 4. 20th Century Waterbed, 6100 
$500 only. Seeing is believing. Call 298-8073. w. Colonial Dr. 
Beautiful home for sale - Altamonte. Flexible 
financing, 7¥2% assumable mortgage, 4-bdnn., 2-
bath, large pool, $92,000. Phone 862-3811. 
·1979 VW Rabbit; green, ·tan interior. 31,000
1 
miles. $4500 or make offer. 331-5373 or 645-
0830. 
1966 VW rebuilt 168 engine, new brakes, good 
paint, runs very well. $795 firm price. Call Elliot 
671-6073. 
72 Cutlass, air, new trans., tires, sticker, $950. 
678-9864. 
Summer Jobs 
Local & overseas - write for info. to: A.P. Com-
pany, 1516 E. Tropicana, Dept. 7A-110, Las 
Vegas, Nevada, 89109. Include a seff-addressed 
stamped envelope. 
COUNSELORS for western Nortlr Carolina co-"ed 
summer camp. Room, meals, laundry, salary & 
travel allowance. Experience not necessary, but 
must enjoy living & working with children. Only 
clean-cut non-smoking college students need ap-
ply. For application/brochure write: Camp 
Pinewood, 1801 Cleveland Rd., Miami Beach, FL, 
33141. 
74 MGB, new top, good condition. $2250. 647- · 
2963. Have you ever flown an airplane? If not, try yo .. r 
1978CAMARO · 
Auto, ps, pb, ajr-cgndjtjpnttl. AM/EM-cassette. 21 
city, 29 hwy. Only 35,000 miles. $5900. Call Dave 
at X2865 or 277 -3282. 
hand at one of the world's most sophisticated 
fli&ht slmulators. Subjects from 18-28 needed for 
experiment within next few weeks. $3/hr. plus 
reimbursement for 1-hr. travel. Please contact 
Karen Tomley or D.an Sheppard at 277-5356 on 
. · weekdays from 9-4: 
Pair of Sonic speakers, 26", 3-way system, 8 ohm, 
30 watts rms, $60. Call Liz 275-2865 days or 
323-6614 nights. 
.To $600/week. Explorer- crews. Robust · 
men/women. Fullf P'art-year. Wilderness terrain. 
Send SS for 90-.company directory & full job info •. 
1979 Honda CB650, excellent condition. Less Job Data: Box 172, Fay'ville AR. 72701. · 
than 7000 miles. Price includes cover, luggage 
rack, adj. backrest, shield, crashbar, &·crui.se con- J.R. Jakes Pub, University Square Shopping Cen-
tro!. Only $1995. This is the best deal in town. ter now taking applications for day waitress. No 
Call 677-5443. ex~erience necessary. Call 677-4169 for appoin_. 
Film 
The Society of Physics Students will 
be showing. a free. film, "Einstein's 
Universe" Thursday at 9 a.m. and 
again at noon in EN 360 . The film is a 
· two-hour documentary on Einstein's 
theories. 
Internships · 
Interviews for the Governor'.s Inter~ 
nship Program will be held Thursday 
from i 1 :3-0 a.m. to 4 p.m. in ADM 
K\ELSASA? oo,.'T vo·v '"iWIN~ 
1\olAT, FOR YOl1Q." sPec.1&4:.1 ValJ~ 
APPETITE is, VIEU.., ~e C.\)UAR~ 
124. Any junior, senior or graduate 
student interested in interning in 
Tallahassee must schedule an inter-
view appointment time with the 
Cooperative Education and Placement 
Office 
For more information, call x236 l. 
New Hours 
The Financial Aid Office will . be -
open Monday Through Friday from 8 
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. starting today. 
. by Dave Mitchell 
Mf~BI 
~ 10·3 OFF ~-
TO ALL UCF STUDENTS°' 
(With I.D.) ~t.ll@h 
MISTER B's HAIRSTYLING { 
.WALK-INS WELCOME 277-8015 
. Open 9-6 Mon.-Sat. 
Hwy. 50 just W. of Alafaya Tr. 
typist~ services 
EXPERT TYPING: 22 yrs. exp. Full time. Term Mike's house and ,apanment cleaning business, 
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction . maid service. Reasonable rates, can 295-7707. 
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included. 
Reasonable. call Bea 678-1386. 
Professional typing, 10 yrs. exp. Term lfapers, 
reports, resumes. Paper provided. Call Linda 671-
6098. 
Typing in my home (351-1239) after 6. 
TYPiNG! QuaUty thesis, term papers, resumes ~­
letters. Paper supplied; editing if needed. IBM 
Selectric II. l mile from Campus. Marti, 365-6874 
after 5:30 PM. · 
RATES TOO HIGH? CALL ME! Professional typist, · 
16 years experience at low rates; special rates on 
BIG jobs; paper and editing included. Will cut rate 
for referrals. CALL DAY OR NIGHT -678-4360. 
Typing specialist for students & profe.ssors. IBM 
& Turabian style. Nancy • 851-4489. 
TYPING • Anything & everything. Very reasonable. · 
Call Holli, 628-5489 or 678-7371. 
Professional typing. Accuracy and neatness will be 
hard to beat. 20 years' experience. including 
dissertations, master's papers, term papers, etc. 
IBM typewriter, paper supplied. Close to campus. 
Call Judy, 677-1902 or 275-2351. 
~Gay Social Setvices of Central ·Florid~ 'ottering 
legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line 
with trained lnembers & special activities. For in-
formation call 843-2750. 
ABORTION SERVICES,' FREE PREGNANCY TEST, 
,LOW COST illRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confiden· 
tiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 
'N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours 
a day: 422-0606; or toll free l (800) 432-8517. 
A.BORTION SERVICES, birth control information~ 
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low 
cost, confidential services. 
Cedntral Florida Women•s-
Health Organization 
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando 
898-0921 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
Preg~ant?Need help? 841-2223 
Free Pap smear and breast exam 
Call for appointment · Counseling for men 
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori. 
Dorm size refrigerator, SlOO, like new. Also 15 tment.-





1980 KAWASAKI 750 Ltd. Adjustable Male or fe~ale roommate wanted to share large 
backrest/luggage rack, cruise control, 55 mpg, home in Sutter's Mill. $150/mo. Includes util. 331· 
excel. cond. $1900. CAii 273-6245 eves. 5373 or 645-0830. 
Panasonic room stereo AM-FM receiver 8-track · Great deal · share home with l or 2 . girls. 
recorder wf speakers, Technics SL20 tu,,;table w/ $175/mo. util. incl. Near UCF. Call 671-1251 after 
new stylus. $150. Call Ken, 671-8861 ·or leave 6 PM. 
!"essage •. 
for rent 
For sale or rent: 3 bdrm., .2 bath, 2 ·car garage, 
fireplace, other extras. Near UCF. 275-7997 or 
273-2817. 
\ 
RENT OR OWN 2 MILES NORTH OF UCF. Spacious 
wanted 
INSTANT CASH for quality used records. Also 
great selection to (:hoose from. High quality, low 
prices on all types of music. Backtrack Record Ex-
change, Zayre Plaza, 17 -92 & 436, 339-0484. 
Send your help to 
145 Madeira Avenue 
Room 310 
Coral Gables, FL 331 34 
. g~poc 
C)@finic 
3-bdrm., 2-bath home on Canal. Large screened 
porch, l block east of Alafaya Trail on Penn. Ave. 
PLEASE CALL 904-734-8277, Patte. 
deadlines 
628-0405 
To ll Frf'e 800-4 Q -5249 
.C~ndo for 2-4 people for rent, 6115 · 8/15. Con-
venient to Univ. of Maryland & Wash. DC. Call 
299-1943 for info. 
Hew home unfurnished, 5 mins. from UCF, 3 bdrm: 
2 bath central H-A, exec. area, pool . tennis 
]Jrivileges, boat · fish on priv. lake. $550 lease. J. 
Drenning, 644-5642, 671-7222. 
Ad deadlines are Friday at 5 PM for display & Monday at 
noon for Classified ads. Ads must be submitted in person & 
paid for at the time of placement, unless arrangements are 
made otherwise .. Call 275-2865 or stop by the business office 
located next to the new Health Center. Classified on-campus 
rates are 50- per line. 
I'll) SICI \:'\\IA:'\ \C:t·:J) 
l-:ST\1\1.ISllE)) I !17:1 
... " 
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Crotty bill------from page3 
raised the qui;stion of con- to be approved and that he introduced 
stitutionality. The bill .was scheduled it to draw attention to admissions 
to be heard on the House floor April problems at UCF--specifically, the 
29. problem of area students being turned 
THE HAIR SHOP 
Precision Style Cut $_7 .00 
10509 E. Colonial Dr. 
(Winn Dixie Center) 
UNION PARK 
Full Service Salon 
Walk-Ins Welcome 
282-1700 
Daily 9-5 Tues. & Thurs. til 8. 
Crotty has introduced · anoth~r bill away because of high enrollment. 
which requests that tuition for foreign Crotty said he would have the enac-
students be double that of American ting clause of the bill stricken should it 
residents. Board of Regents Chancellor pass the House and Senate which 
Barbara Newell has questioned i~con- would allow each univer~ty to set up ~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
stitutionality, according to an Orlando its own admissions system. P • •• • •• ••--•• •• •• ••• •• 1111• ••t 
Sentine!Stararticle. . Nearly 4000 total applicants were • . IGNORE THIS COUPON I 
Crotty's bill as a state law would have turned away from UCF during the'fall, I . I 
precedence over BOR rules and UCF winter and spring quarters, though less I · I 
admission policies, accordi~g to Ellis. than SO percent would have enrolled, :· I and paSS Up. the Value at . • 
Crotty said he does not expect his bill according to Dr. Daniel Coleman, I I 
· -- · · · · ·director of Institutional Research. - II FONTANA APARTMENTS 
11 Alliance--------£rompa~e3 
working with any campus or com-
munity group concerned with human 
rights. . 
"We believe some deep-seeded social 
.change is required," Said Dr. Riser. 
The group· has begun its work on 
campus. Last week, Michael Hoover, a 
Progressive Alliance member and part-
time UCF student, collected signatures 
on a petition opposing the draft. "We 
think this group ·can exist to provide in-
formation and consequently education 
to people on the· issues," Hoover said. 
"We want to serve as a tool to prompt 
greater awarene.ss on both local and_ 
national issues." 
Asked about the expected success of 
the alliance, Riser said the members 
have no illusions ... Success is based on 
tiny steps over a period of time. What 
we can accomplish remains to ·be 
seen." 
The first meeting of the Progressive · 
Allfance for persons interested in join-




.... BLACK OAK ARKANSAS I 
I - ~ 
I ' JIM DANDY . '· 
. ~I 
TO~ITE & SATURDAY NITE! 
MAY 1 & 2, 1981 
ADMI~SION s·s .  oo 
Bring Student l.D. and Get a $1.00 Off 
The. Admission Price 
Opening Band is "Joint Effort" 
Doors Open at 7 :00 p.m. 
The Anchor Club has a Sunday Jam Session 
Every Sunday starting at 3:00 p.m. till ... 
Featuring 3-5 Live Groups 
· Bring your guitar and jani with us. 
Drinks O,ily $1.00 No C.over Charge 
Wet T-Shirt Contest!!! 
"Must Be 19 Or Older To Attend" , 
END OF 520 CAUSEWAY ON THE BEACH 
COCOA BEACH, FLA. 
783-0820 
I Beautiful one, two, and three Bedroom Apts. . ~ 
I $50 OFF FIRST FULL MONTH'S RENT I 
I $100 OFF SECURITY DEPOSIT I 
I · I 
_ I Limited Time Offer · .~78-5611 I 
-~~--------·-··· ····-------· 
Reeenditio11ed Radiators in.Stoek 











7 416 UNIVERSITY BL VD. 
Goumet Specials 
~f >cNP ~~ M.l" 
~IL€ ~ ~ f'lt-eD ~ft ~ A ~IX.,.~ ~ 
Wm+ ~~L-fW /t\Vt?N~ ~~, 
Deli Sandwiches Salads Cheese Platters 
Wine5 Beer 
Plus: 
W eeken.d Entertainment 
$ 1 OFF , ANY PITCHER - IMPORTOR 
(with this coupon) DOMESTIC BEER 
EXPIRES: MAY 8, 1981 
. ,. ................... ..; .. I . . . . . . . . . . . 
, 
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Mr.Motor 
$68-2131 J&BAUTO . E. HWY. 50 
"from tow to go!" 
UCF research may be used 
tO. investigate arson crimes· 
0\)f.1 :.RECYCLED ENGINES ~o/0 \l\cr,:t~ ,,. INSTALLED· 
.(\-+. _ IN YOUR CAR OR LIGHT rRUCK. 
Fr~ Pickup o~ Repair Work 
WE ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK OF 
NEW, USED, & RECONDITIONED RADIATORS 






by Jacqueline Farfan 
Future staff 
Dr. Chris d~usen, a UCF chemistry 
· professor, is developing a device that 
may help detect arson. 
The device will enable firemen to 
take a sample of a fire's fumes, and to 
save the sample for crime lab analysis. 
The analysis ·determines if flam- . 
mable substances such as gasoline or 
lighter .fluid, have been used to 
deliberately s't.art a fire. Such 
-substances are known as accelerants. 
149 E. Broadway Street 
Ovek.I~, Florida 32765 
Ph~ne (305) 365-7249/365-3910 
Currently investigators must analyze 
a fire's debris for arson evidence. 
Clausen explai~ed thi:S approach can 
be · ineffective since the important 
evidence of an accelerant is destroyed 
by a fire. 
The advantage of Clau~en's device, 
is that it would allow a fireman to col-
lect evidence of arson quickly and easi-
ly· as the fire burns without in-
terference with fire fighting. I 0 TO 15 % DISCOUNT TO 
.STUDENTS, FACULTY·& STAFF The device is a small 'pump attached to a vial filled with silica gel. The 
If you have a $10,000 job waiting for you, 
you could have an American Express® Card 
right now. 
Trade the card you've been using every day 
for the Card you'll be using the rest of your life. 
You're about to leave school and enter a whole 
new world. You've got great expectations .. So 
does American Express. For you. 
That's why American Express has created a 
special plan that reduces the usual application 
requirements - so you can get the Card before 
you finish school. 
All you need to apply is a $10,000 job or the 
promise of one. 
You'll use the Card the wealthy and the ~ell,_ .. 
traveled use for business lunches, buying clothes 
for work, payi~g for vacati<?ns - for all sorts of 
after ,schoo 1. activities. 
One of the surest ways to establish yourself is 
to start out as if you were already established. And 
just having the Card gives you the chance to 
establish a solid credit rating. 
· So trade up now. You'll find application forms 
on campus bulleti~ boards: Or call toll,free 
800,528,8000 and ask for a Special Student Appli, 
cation. And set yourself up for next year before 
you finish this one. · • 
· ® ~EF.HCAN 
The Am~rican Express Card. eceeEss 
Don't leave school without it. • 
pump draws in fumes from the fire 
which are absorbed into the gel-filled 
vial. The vial is capped and saved for 
crime lab analysis. · 
The Orange County fire district and 
the Fire College at Ocafa have shown 
interest in his project, Clausen said. 
Their fire departments allow UCF to 
simulate arson on old buildings used in 
fireman training sessions, and conduct 
field tests with the device. 
Clausen said each accelerant leaves 
a "fingerprint," a definite pattern, in 
the silica gel which cannot be confused 
· with that of another substance. 
These fingerprints are drawn as a 
printout from a machine called a· gas 
chromatograph. 
The accelerant detecting device .has 
been more successful in identifying 
volatile fuels such as gasoline, than in 
isolating less volatile ·fuels such as 
diesel. Claus~n, who has been 
·developing the device for nearly 2 
years, said he is continuing· ex-
periments to improve it. 
Overseas study, . 
Italy or England 
lJCF students have the oppor-
tunity to earn college credit 
while attending classes in Lon-
don, England or Florence, Italy. 
Th~ Overseas Study Program 
in Italy includes . courses in art 
history, classics, humanities, 
Italian, .religion, geogrpahy, and 
history. 
The courses in England are 
business, communications, the-
atre, gove·rnment, economics, 
sociology , urban planning, film 
and litera ture. 
In addition, students may 
spend the last 45 hours of their 
senior year in England or Italy 
and graduate from UCF. 
-
To qualify for the program, 
students must have sophomore 
standings and a 2.0 or better 
GPA. 
For more information write to 
· Florence/London Office, Florida 
State University, Tallahassee, 
Florida 32306, or call (904)644-
3272. 







532 S. Park Ave. . TRAINED 
MON.-SAT. 10-6 STYLISTS 
f~or AppointmPnt call \\ 
-' f I \,.\ 
645-366:i ~{~;. )~ 
• ..lewt1)j · 
• - ~-~ I. 
foe M;ng ;n Roa'. _xi~ . ,y 
~j ... ·. / 
'J' •• 
. ,,_,,, - .. . . . 
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Cooking in the wild /~?~ , 
(; ( ;.\-::,J, by Douglas F. Marks 
Outdoors writer 
Mention outdoor cooking and most 
people think of backyard barbecues. 
However, to a few adventurous souls it 
means trout-on-a-stick and foilburgers. 
Wilderness cooking is more than just 
getting yourself fed; it's a challenge to 
your ingenuity and foresightedness . 
Now there's one die-hard woodsman 
(who shall remain nameless to protect 
his image) who has been known to take 
off for a weekend camping trip with 
sirloin steaks in the cooler (on top ·of · 
the boiled shrimp) and an adonized, 
deluxe model three-burner propane 
stove in his trunk. 
That !<ind of thing, while conve-
nient, is contrary to the spirit of camp-
ing. The object of the sport is to make 
do with as little as possible. Catching, 
cooking and ea ting your fish or game 
will give you confidence in your ability 
to survive. 
Some people carry the primitive liv-
ing bit a little far, though. They're the 
1 fish, cleaned but with head and skin 
intact 
1/4onion, slivered · 
3 bay leaves, crumbled into bits 
salt and pepper · . 
Salt the skin of the fish well a~d stuff 
the body cavity with the onion, bay · 
leaves, and a few sprinkles of pepper. 
· Peg the cavity shut with slivers of 
green wood. Skin the bark off a half-
inch-tliick green stick long enough to 
reach across the coals, then run it 
through the fish's mouth and out near · 
the tail. Prop the ends of the stick on a 
couple of rocks with the fish about four 
inches above the coals. Turn the fish 
every fiv~ minutes. When the skin is 
·evenly burned and the fish's sizzling . 
has subsided (after about 20 minutes), 
check for <loneness by making a small 
slit near the backbone, down to the 
ribs. The meat should be steamy, 
fragrant, and easily flaked. One fish , 
feeds one person. 
t 1~ * P1 KAPPA ALPHA 
~· DREAMGIRL.1981 
MAYS 
WINTER PARK CIVIC CENTER 
8:00 p.m. 
BEER•WINE•CHA~PAGNE 8-9 P.M. 
.PRESALE·TICKETS AVAILABLE 
. THROUGH PIKE BROTHER~ 
CASUAL DRESS PLEASE 
THE DREAM GIRL DANCE WILL BE 
AT THE ORLANDO HYATT HOTEL MAY 22 
ALL PARTIES ARE OPEN CAMPUS WIDE 
QUESTIONS/INFORMATION: 275-4203 
ones who devote a whole day trying to ••••••••••••••li••lliil•••••••••••••llliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillii•• 
chase a trout into the shallows and 
club · it with a rock, or go Indian and 
make a double-cam-action squirrel. 
snare out of grapevine and willow 
bark. 
What you can do in the woods 
depends on what you can stuff into 
your pack. If you're taking off on a 
week's backpacking trip, you can't 
devote much weight to cookery, so you 
have to plan to eat things easy to fix. 
It's surprising how much can be done 
with aluminum foil, a fork and salt 
and pepper. If you're an edible-plants 
expert or a graduate botany major you 
can get into some exotic culinary ex-
perimentation, but if you're not you 
have to stick with simplicity. 
Her·e are a few tips to successful out-
door cooking, and a few popular 
recipes. 
The cooking fire is a variable which 
can cause a lot of heartache (and 
stomach ache) at mealtime. A proper 
cooking fire should be just big enough 
to cook what you've got. It should be 
made with a wood such as oak or bay. 
Pine is a poor choice because it's 
resinous and smoky. 
Cook over red-hot c0als, not flame. 
Flames will scorch some parts of the 
meal and miss others, while coals give 
an even, "clean" heat. 
: Have some kind of seasonings. Salt · 
and pepper are staples, and an onion 
will save many a meal. Garlic, bay 
lea v.es and cloves are also good beca~se 
they're potent and easy to pack. 
Critter-in-the-coals 
The principle of this rec~pe can be 
applied to any meat, from armadillo to 
squab. You will need: 
1 critter, cleaned 
1 medium-sized pot a to, slice.cl 
114 onion, coarsely chopped 
2 cloves, ground 
1 ounce of water 
1 chunk of garlic 
Rub the critter inside and out with 
the garlic, then wrap it in foil with the . 
other ingredients. Seal tightly, then 
place in the coals, making sure the 
I 
embers cover it completely. Remove 
after 20 minutes and see jf it's done. 
Potato slices should be .soft. Serves one. 
Trout-on-a-stick 
Like critter-in-the-coals, this recipe is 
easy to fix and the only cookware to 
Clean _afterward is a knife and fork. A 
trout isn't required, any small f is~ will 
do. You'll need: 
f .... .. ' ... .. •' I' • ' ' • ' • • • • '• ~ "' ' ' • '( • '• ' ,. ., • • • • t ..,. • • ~ • ~ 
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C~lendar of Events -
' 
·3 4 5 6 
. 
••Halloween,'' movie, Registration bqlps for Nelson Young• The 
8:30 p.m., 8:30 Superstar Competition Sandy Valley Boys, 
p.m.,SCA (Pool, ping pong, Chess concert, 11 a.m.·1p.m., 
Southern Ballet 
and Backgammon SC Green 
tournaments) May 4-16 
Theatre performance 
4 p.m., Valencia ' 
Community College 
east campus r 
10 1.1 12 13 . 
... Every Which Way 
But Loose," movie, 
8:30 p.m., SCA SC Committee Day Greek Awareness Day Campus Organization 
George Jones, Johnny Miss UFO/Bong Show Gulness World 
Day 
Record Breaking Day Skate Party & Disco Paycheck, Charly "The Blob," movie, 
McClaln concert·, 8p.m.,SCA 




17 1s · 19 20 
"Meatballs," movie, "Attack of Giant 
8:30 p.m., SCA . Leeches, Attack of 
Killer Tomatoes,'' 
movies, 8:30 p.m. .. 
SCA 
Ii .. " 
24 25 2& 27· 
I• 
College Republicans, 
'Memorial Day SC 214, 4 p.m. 
Class Cancelled · "Night.of the Living 
D~ad," movie, 
8:30 p.m., SCA 
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. ..... 
. 
$100: This ad is worth $100 off $100 
any car in stock with UCF l.D. 
FINANCING AVAILABLE ~ ~. (:<=} 
· 30 W. MICHIGAN ST. · ~ ~ 
ORLANDO 
1 BLK. W. OF ORANGE AVE. 
(305) 422-6099 
ARC AUTO SALES 
"BETTER DEALS ••• EXPECT IT" 
UFOR THOSE WHO CARE'' 
- BRING THIS AD TO 
J &·Prof ess!~~:J _!air Cutters 
Outrageou~ H.aircut at . 
50% Off Reg.· Price (616.00&uP) 
EXPIRES: 5/15/81 
Fa Mal's & Wunen's Qrts, This incltnes ~,flit. 
less tJr OliktSl's Cuts... Blow ()Jt n1 Free Qnltioni~ 
Long Hair sl9ltly Hp MANICURE-PEDICURE lwtth ttirW ()Jty) 
•' . . 
For Those Who Don't, When You Kno~/Us You Will. 
. . 
MASTER-CHARGE RIDCEN 
· aun:s;LAZA · J9 HAl~STYLING RETAIL 
· 678-2300 ~'11fllltS notl MON.&THURS.9·8 
436 & HOWELL BRANCH ~ Neressay _ TUE., WED., FRI. & SAJ. 9-S 
May 
7 
Bach Choir and Or· 
ch es tr a Concert, 
Rollins College 
' 
Beach Boys concert, 
Lakeland Civic Aud., 
8p.m. 
14· : 
Almost Anything Goes 
Pool Party · 




May 14, 15, 16, 17, 
21,22,23 
21 
Eddie Rabbitt, Dottie · 
West concert, 8 p.m • 







College Park Art "Halloween," movie, 
8:~0 p.m., SCA Show, Edgewater Dr. 
"Beatlemania,'' 
stage production, 8 
p.m. Bob Carr Aud. 
8 9 
"Every Which Way But Great American 
Loose," movie, 8:30 Music Festival mar· 
p.m.,sc£ chlng band com· 
petition 8 a.m.-Noon, 
Tangerine Bowl 
15 16 ' 
"Meatballs," movie, All campus Lake 
7:30 p.m., SCA ', Claire party and bon" -- lire 
Papa John Creach 
concert, Point After, 






. "Star Trek," movie, 
. 8:30 p.m., .SCA 
Fri. Sat. , . ..... 











THURSDAY-SATURDAY 11 TILL 2 
' 
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SOUND & VISION 
Two art.shows offer colorful portraits 
by Richard Gibs9n 
Staff Writer 
Two contemporary art exhibits are 
on display in the Orlando ar.ea 
throughout the first two weeks of May 
·offering a chance to view both pain-
tings and sculpture, 
Kristin Eyfells' "Faces" exhibition at 
UCF is a . colorful portrait collection. 
Her subjects range from Ronald· 
Reagan and William Holden to UCF's 
D,r. Charles Micarelli. · 
"Faces" ~onsists of 13 large oil pain-
tings and can be viewed in BFA · 305 
through May 14. 
J;:yfells is the wife of UCF art instruc-
tor Johann Eyfells . . She was born and 
~aised in Iceland and studied at the 
Rudolph Schaefer School of Design in 
San Fransisco. She later received her 
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the 
University of Florida. · 
Eyfel Is has been represen.ted in 
numerous invitational and group 
exhibitions in the Scandinavian coun-
b:ies and the United States. 
If you have the propensity for 
unusual art, the current exhibit at the 
Creative Art Gallery in Winter Park 
might intrigue you. 
. Until May 16, the Gallery will have 
drawings and abstract sculptures by its 
members, Barbara -Benson and Karen 
Smith, on display. 
Benson, a UCF art major, specializes 
in pencil drawing~ and mixed media--a 
combination of . techniques such as 
pencil and pa int. She once even used 
blood from a wound to color the lips in 
one of her paintings. 
She admires Van Gogh and Rem-
brandt, especial1y his self-portraits 
during his impoverished years. 
Eyfell's 'Faces' exhibit 
On the other hand, Smith favors 
Picasso because ~he feels "we can all 
learn from him." 
She has be.en working w!th clay for 
seven years, beginning with - pottery, 
then progressing · to sculptured 
imaginary animals. The idea for each 
animal, Smith stated: "comes from 
~ithin. The pieces develop their own 
individual cl;iaracter." 
Each sculpture is a vessel with an 
A dragster demonstration at . the 
Quality Inn on East Colonial Tuesday 
promoted :Friday's dragster race at the 
Orlando Speed world Raceway. 
The demonstration featured two jet-
engine dragsters the Ody.ssey and the 
Green Monster. These jet dragsters 
can make a pass through a quarter 
mile in 5. 5 seconds reaching speeds of 
3 00 miles per hour. 
The race gates will open today at 5 
p;m. with time trials at 5:30 p.m. and 
the super pro eliminator at 8:30 p.m. 
Orlando Speedworld is located east 
of UCF of Highway 50. 
original, somewhat esoteric name--
Jasmine Tog, Frizele, and The Blue 
Forest .Rider, for example. , "The 
. names mean absolutely nothing," she 
said. "The animals are, so different 
thev deserve different names." 
;_ 
Benson's Exhibit: Winter Park 
Located in the garden shops at 324 
Park Ave., the Creative Art Gallery 
serves as an outlet for the works of its 
19 artist members. · The hours of the 
GallNy are Tuesday through Saturday 
from I I a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Beatlemania hits Orlan·do 
by John Warren 
Staff Writer 
"Beatlemania," an elaborate combination of film and live music .that tells the 
history of rock and roll's greatest band, is showing at 8 p.m. Thursd~y and Friday 
nights at the Bob Carr Auditorium. 
"Beatlemania" is "not just another rock and roll movie. It is a stage production 
that debuted on Broadway in May 1978, received enthusiastic response from 
critics and audiences, and took to the road shortly thereafter . 
. Before the production, the show's creators conducted a nationwide talent search 
to find four musicians who could sound like the-Fab Four. All four were found in 
New Jersey, and they look and sound amazingly like the Beatles, according to 
Dylan Thomas, Bob Carr Promotioi:i Specialist. 
While the search for music;ians was being conducted, a huge crew of writers, 
editors and film specialists .were busy creating the multi-media presenta~ion that 
accompanies the live music .. 
A combination of film, slides and special effects, the multi-media presentation 
gives the viewer a unique retrospective of the Beatle's career. 
AX 0 skates for kids 
by Vivian Katz 
Staff Writer. 
The Epsilon Sigma chapter of Alpha. Chi Omega Sornrity at UCF is sponsoring a 
"Gator Skate" in cqnjunction with the .Cystic Fibrosis Foundation of Central 
Florida. 
Cystic Fibrosis is an incurable disease th.at usually affects children and ·young 
adults. 
The benefit on wheels is scheduled for Thursd~y, May 7 from" 8 to 11 p.rn. at the 
Universal II Skating Center on Goldenrod Road. · 
"Each contribution leads us closer to finding a cure," said Ira Heise, who is coor-
dinator of the skate party. . 
People buying tickets will be supporting a worthy cause and be eligible for 
various door prizes as well. The largest group in attendance will receive a keg of 
beer. 
If AXO can sell 500 tickets, Cystic Fibrosis will receive $1 from the s'ale of each. If 
they cannot sell all 500, the foundation will receive only 50 cents from each one 
sold. The ticket price is $2.50. 'Ifs very im.portant that the UCF student body su-
pport AXO in this event and that's what we're counting on," said chapter adviser 
Janice Papp. . 
AXO P'resident Darlene Shumate summed it up by saying, "This is one of those 
fund-raisers that we as organizers and our guests as participants can really enjoy, 
but the real bonus is helping those children." 
. 
j 
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SENATE ACTION 
. Bill_ 13·38: A bill addre~sing Financial Statutes 
.This bill will change the day the A&SF budget must be presen-
ted ' to the Senate from the. 3rd Monday of April to th~ 2nd 
Tuesday of May. This has been done in the past but this makes 
·it legal. · ~ . 
Bill 13·35: Bill allocating money to' the ~arate Club · 
·This bill was defeated last week but it was reconsidered by the 
Senate. It will allocate $558 to the club for the competiton 
they are spo~s~ring oi:i May 2nd. ' 
NOTE: The Senate will be conducting an Outreach session on May 6th in 
front of the library anci the Knight's Den from 1 Oa.m.-2p.m. and 4:30-
7 :.30p.m. · · 
ROLL 13-38 13-35 
ACREE p · y y 
BALLARD p y y 
BAUMANN p y y 
BRIDWELL p ABST y 
CHANDLER P · y y 
COOK. . p y y 
CREWS A A A 
CUNNINGHAM p A A 
DONALDSON - p A A 
FERGUSON p ABST ABST 
FEUERSTEIN p y y 
GATES A A A 
GER GORA p y N 
GODFREY p y y 
JOHNSON, ALLEN · p y ABST 
JOHNSON, JEWELL p y y 
JOHNSON, KATHLEEN p y y 
JOSLIN p y y 
· JUNGKLUAS A A A 
LARR p y N 
LEWIS p y y 
PALMBACH A ABST y 
PEREZ A A . A 
POMBER p y y 
ROBERTS p y A 
RODRIQUEZ p y y 
ROGERS p - y y 
SCHICK A A A 
SCH ORNER p y y 
STIRLING p y ABST 
VER OSK I p y N 
WEBER p y y 
WEEKS A A A 
WINGATE A A A 
DAYTONA p y A 
BREVARD A A A 
SOUTH ORLANDO p y y 
---- - - - · · · - - -- ----
Sophomores. 








Berause by the time you're a juni0r, it'll be too late. 
MAJOR JAMES D. HORNADAY 
University of Central Florida 
Orlando, Florida 328 l 6 
(305)275-2430 
@) ARMY ROTC 













FEATURE TWIRLER May 17 





6:30 p.m . 
6:30 p.m. 
Obtain brochure wit-. complete information 
from Mr; Gardner in the Music Department, 
HFA 105, X2867. 
f 
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SPORTS. 
Knights lose to Southern ·in conference, 
. . . . 
~ebound against ~ortheast Illinois 
by Vince Cotroneo 
Future staff 
You can't keep a good offensive 
ballclub down for very 1011-g. UCF 
learned that in their last game against 
Florida ·southern, and again when they 
. turned the tables on Northeast Illinois 
' on Monday at the baseball complex. 
The Knights lost to the Moes, the 
number one team in the country for 
Division II, 6-5 in Lakeland over the 
weekend. UCF rebounded against the 
Eagies 6-4 to raise their 1981 record to 
27-20-3 overall and 3-9 in the conference. 
In the first inning of the Northeast Il-
linois contest, three Knight errors com-
bined with. a Paul Jannis triple gave the 
Eagles a 2-0 lead. It was the third inn-
ing that the Knights decided to ·erupt. 
UCF hr.ought four runs across the 
plate after banging o{it six hits in the 
inning. Reggie Arrington, Tim Foskett, 
Sam Nattile, Jim Hawkins, Butch 
Round and Mitch Miller all collected 
hits giving Luis Mende~ encmght pad-
ding to pick up his fifth win of the 
season. · The freshman from Puerto 
Rico went the distance; walking two 
and striking out four. Tim . Foskett, 
along with Jim Hawkins, had two 
RBI's each and Reggje Arrington led 
the stolen base parade wnh three. 
The game with Florida Southern 
looked as if the Knights might pull off 
an upset over ·a team that was 46-5 
entering the game. 
UCF's starting ace pitcher Tom Foy 
had scattered fqur hits through eight 
inr1ings. The Knights ·scored twice _in 
the second on errors by the Moc 
defense. Butch Round and Rick Peirce 
capitalized on the mistakes. 
KNIGHT KNOTF.S: The base-stealing ·Knights 
In the fifth, Southern diC..: the same to · continue to zero in . on the NCAA 
UCF as Craig Gero scored to give the record for most stolen base~ in a si~gle 
Moes a 3-2 lead. Three miscues enabled season. UCF has 183 thefts in 224 at-
Gero to score but UCF bounced back . . . . tempts which is 5 off the record ... The 
with three runs of their own to take a · K . h h · . h · · · t 
5 3 d . h . h mg ts ave e1g t games remammg o - a vantage mto t e nmt . . 
S h h . F f . . h break the mark ... Tim Foskett leads the out ern it oy. our times m t e 
team with a .396 average, 76 hits and · 
final inning to pull out the victory. A 
34 stolen bases-... Sam Nattile paces the 
t0 wering home run by Bill Ligate, a team with 50 RBI's. That is a new team 
two run shot, tied the game at 5-5 . 
Then with two outs and the bases 
cleared, the Moes got clutch hitting 
and base running for the victory. 
Chris Gompper drew a walk from 
Foy and stole se<;:ond. Left fielder Joh~ 
Weller delivered the decisive blow, a 
single, to end the game and hand Fqy 
his second l~ss of the season. 
UCF plays at Rollins today and hosts 
the Tars tomorrow at 2 p.m. to" _finish 
the three game set. 
record. 
As a team, the Knights have broken 
many season records. New season 
records are ... Most at bats 1677, runs 
scored 396, hits SS 1, RBI's 340., walks 
200, sacrifices . 49, put outs 1299, 
assists 612, errors 123, and stolen 
bases 183. The Knights are also expec-
ted to break the season batting average 
record. They are currently hitting at a 
.328 clip while the old mark stands at 
.290. 
Freshman pitcher Luis Mendez kicks and delivers a pitch to a NE Illinois ba.tter. 
Pam Glmson/Future 
UCF trainer picked for Deaf Olympics 
by Patti Linzy 
Future staff 
· This year Kathy Fox will be doing more with her 
summer tqan just relaxing in the sun. UCF's assistant 
traine~ is one of four trainers selected to accompany 
the American representatives to Germany to compete 
in the World Games for the deaf. 
·"The experience should be just phenomenal," Fox 
said. "International competition is totally different 
from Big 10, or Division I, II or III . There's more ten-
sion, stress and emotion involved. And the facilities 
aren't going to be as complete as what we're u~ed to 
on a college level. So ifs going to be an exercise in 
what we can come up with from scratch." 
The UCF training facilities are adequate for every 
sport, with the exception of football : Fox said. "The 
problem with football," she explained, "is that there 
are just too many players and not ·enough trainers. 
The student trainers we have are excellent, but we 
ju t don't have enough of them." 
The training camp for the Americans will be held 
in North Carolina and will last for about three weeks, 
beginning June 29. The games are scheduled to begin 
around Aug. 1 and last about 10 days. 
Communication will probably be the biggest 
obstacle said Fox. To help deal with that, she is study-
~ng sign language. "Most of the athletes can read 
lips," she explained. "I just have to remember to look 
at them when I'm talking." 
Kathy Fox 
Fox was offered the opportunity by the staff head 
trainer, who she met while working on her master's 
degree at the University of Miami in Ohio. 
· A native of New York, Fox became interested in 
sports medicine as a result of a personal incident. An 
improperly treated back injury in high school even-
tually prevented her from permanently participating 
in sports on a competitive basis. · 
"Because I ·got ~crewed over by a high ~chool coach 
and couldn"t play anymore> the idea of athletes being 
taken care of the right way really sounded good to _me," 
Fox explained. 
Fox came to UCF last August. Throughout the 
year, she has been working on a curriculum_ for a 
graduate course in sports medicine. If instituted at 
UCF, the program would be the first of its ·kind in the 
state. Hopefully, she saia it will become a reality 
within a year. 
Her own future plans include medical school in 
three years or so. "I love learning and I like going to 
school. It's very frustrating at times, because now I 
can.only go so far legally. I feel like I've accomplish-
ed a lot of my goals already. So I guess it's time to get 
some new ones." 
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Ten UCF athletes to box in'Bengal BOuts' 
Sunbelt promotions and the Central 
Florida Golden 'Gloves are sponsoring 
the first annual Bengal Boxing Bouts 
May 5th ~nd 6th at the Orlando Sports 
Stadium. 
Students from the University of Cen-
tral Florida, along with participants 
from Rollins, Seminole Comm unity 
College, "and Valencia Community 
College, are expected to compete in up 
to eight weight divisions depending on 
the participation. 
Sports Shorts 
The Bengal Bouts were made famous , Jun_ior _Gary Gates . i~ the lightest 
on the campus of Notre Dame Univer- Knight m the competit1~n at 125 lbs. 
sity. The bouts feature ordinary At 145 l.bs., Joe Sprazza is next, follow-
students with no professional and little · ed b~ _Hank Porcher and Anthony 
amateur experience. Each bout is Aspesi m the 160 lb. class. Former 
. scheduled to go three rounds: two wrestl~r Muhammad Kennard will be 
minutes each with a one minute re.st in- next m the 165 lb. category. Jon 
between. The fighters will only be Meyers and Trey Baker, ~o standou.ts 
entered in one bout rather than the from the 1980 squad, will compete m 
process of elimination t~ determine a the 175 lb. and 180 lb. classes respec-
winner. Team trophies will be given tively. 
• •• for first and second place, and a Three Knight football players will 
The UCF mens tennis team defeated FIT last Monday 7-2. Singles winners for percentage of the gate will be given to represent lJCF in the heavier weight 
UCF were Langill 6-4, 6-7, 6-4; Sheriff 6-2, 6-2; Chappell 6-0, 6-2; Sundin 6-0, 6-1 each athletic department. classes. Hal Tras~'. a sophomore o~t of 
~nd Fowler 6-0, 6-2 . The Knights also won two of three doubles matches with Assistant Wrestling Coach Mike Lake _Bra~tley High School, steps mto 
. Langill and Sheriff winning 6-2, 7-6, and Sundin· and Halbert winning 6-3, 6-1 . Aspesi is the team captain and boxing · the _rmg m the 190 lb. class. M~rk 
· eee coach for UCF. Seven .students, Robmson, a sophomore, and Mike 
Jeff Rudolph, formerly .a UCF baseball player, is currently in 'his second season wrestlers and three football players, Summerfield, a juni~r, go in at 200 lbs. 
with the New York Yankees single A franchise based in Fort Lauderdale. Rudolph will compete for the pride of UCF. · and 2.so l~s. r~spechvely . 
recentlywonagameforhis~ambyhittingah~meruninthela~inning. -· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
The UCF Golf Team is . in actiOn . th~:eekend at Howey-in-ihe-Hills. The two- lntramurals. 
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BEACHWEAR 
Ski & Sail~oard Rentals, Lessons, Rides 
10% OFF 
ali men's & women's swimwear 
- 20%0FF 
Stinger Honeycomb Slaloms 
with UCF 1.D. 
1425 N. Orange Ave. _ Ac~oss From Lake Ivanhoe 894-5012 
ADIDAS•NIKE•UMBRO•PUMA•STYLO•FRANKUN 
HEAD•BANCROFT•PENN•JAClAR•TRETORN 
·wE STRINC .RACKETS 
BRINO THIS COUPON FOR 
? · 10 % DISCOUNT 
~. OFFER EXPIR~S S/8/81 
SALE ITEMS EXCLUDED 
~ CALL 6 71-8220 
~~ 











· Srudent Government · seeks · to provide 
students at the University of Central Florida 
with Legal services in matters affecting' their 
welfare as· students. Services provided include 
l~ndlord . tenant, "' consumer, and 
. discriminati~.n problems. Also, noncriminal 
·traffic cases, divorce, conversion of property, 
·and name .change transactors. 
·, :~ Our program offers legaf · · advice, con-
-~ltation and docume~t drafting ~ of 
charge to·. students in need of services. Call 
2"15-2538 or stop by S.C. 2IQ for more in-
formation or an appoirunent. 
Wrestling Results 
ATO frate_rnity, l~d by individual champions Ste~e Beaudoin (142 lbs) and John 
Cooper (160 lbs), successfully defended their Intramural Wrestling title with a 
total of 34 points. 
Beaudoin, with three impressive victories, and Greg Cardamone (of the P.E. Ma-
jors), who pinned three opponents in a total of 90 seconds, were the outstanding 
wrestlers in the meet. 
The meet drew ·a record 58 ·wrestlers . 
Floor Hockey 
Wednesday is the deadline to ·enter a team in the floor hockey league. Rosters 
and forfeit deposit must be submitted at this time. All teams must have a represen-
tative at the referees' clinic on Tuesday at 6 p.m. in Recreational Services Room 
204. 
Coed su_pers~?r event 
This year's Intramural Dynamic Duo, a 10 event coed superstar competition 
will be held May 15-17. Contact Recreational Services for more information. 
Gas prices got you alUied ·up? 
Cut yourself loose! Ride a Bajaj, 
the world's best-priced motor-
. scooter. At 55 m~h and up to- ,~ 
1oo*mpg, Bajaj will c~~ry you~-~ 
past the pumps - - - - - smiling. ~-.... .. 
•Mileage will vary according to use 
and condition of machine. 
East Orland·o .Scoc;>ters & Mopeds 
t2.75 PITCHERS/NO COVER 
•WEDNESDAY• 
7528 E. Colonial Drive 
Orlando, Fl. 32807 
273-8370 
t?-92 & CANDACE DRIVE 
Y2MILE N. OF 
MAITLAND INTERCHANGE 
FERN PARK. 
PHONE: .834-6300 . 
• HAPN Hou·R • 
4:30-8:00 DAILY 
*2. 75 PITCHERS 
•TUESDAY• 
fOFfBAll TEAMS 
*2. 75 PITCHERS[ NO COVER 
•THURSDAY• 
99¢ lfflPORTS I NO COVER _ LADIES DRINK FREE. 
•SUPER SATURDAYS• 
50¢ DRAFT & *2.50 PITCHERS ALL DAV 
APPEARING THIS WEEK: Spitfire 
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·Fisher's Forum 
What next· Sasson autographed catcher's mitts? 
by Marty Fisher 
tuture staff 
What ever happened to the simple, 
uncomplicated games we used to play 
as kids? All we ever needed then was a 
little equipment and a lot of 
imagination. 
When I was a kid and playing in the 
sehoolyard to my heart's content, all I 
needed was a wall with a strike zone 
cha1ked in, a Spalding (Pronounced 
Spall-Deen, a hard, pink rubber ball 
used in games requiring a ball with 
good bounce), and <;\ mop handle for a 
. bat. When I couldn ' t fin·d a mop han-
dle, I went to Louie's Grocery to buy a 
bat for 89 cents. fo case you . don't 
recognize the equipment, the game is 
· sti ckball. 
Stickball is a very simple game that , 
can ee played with one or more people 
per side with the basic · rules of 
baseball employed. The pitcher throws 
the ball to the chalked-in strike zone. If 
there is any disagreement about the 
pitch, the Spalding with or without a 
chalk mark will solve the problem. 
Boundaries are set up to mark fair and' 
foul territories. Markers an~ also set to 
determine how far you ha"'.e to hit the 
ba 11 for a single, double , triple, or 
home run. With more than one fielder, 
a fl y ball or grounder caught cleanly 
by the fielder is ruled as an out . 
On a hot summer day in the 
schoolyard with a major league 
baseball game blaring · away in the 
background on a portable radio , it was 
hard not to get lost in a world where 
little else mattered but the game we 
were playing. 
Afl my friends and I had to bring 
was the radio, a Spalding, and a bat' 
(we left the wall where it was for con-
venience sake), and we were ready to 
pl ay . 
Attire to stickbalI contests was corne-
as-you--were. T-shirts with. advertising 
slogans or Farrah Fawcett's jiggle 
body were still years away, so for most, 
is was simpl y t-shirts, shorts or jeans 
withoLit a Sasson label on the back 
pocket. and sneakers . The great thing 
about it was nobody cared what 
you wor~, as long as you were ready to 
pla y. In fact , the only styles we cared 
about were of pitching a.nd ba tting. 
During m y years in the schoolya rd , 
the most expensive sryeakers available 
to school age kids were made by Con-
verse a t the outrageous price of $10. 
Onl y. the rea l jocks and se rious -a thletes 
wore "Cons." Everybody else settled 
for Keds or P.F. F lyers or som e-
ba rga in basement off-brand . I remem-
ber begging my mother for a pa ir of 
Cons when I was in junior high , and 
wat h ing th incredulous look she gave 
me whe~ I t old her how mu ch they 
were. 
'.'T en do! la rs!!' she excla imed . "Ar 
ou craz , do you think we're made of 
money or something?" 
Ob. iousl , I didn't get the Cons tha t 
ti m . I settl ed for a pa ir made by a 
nat ive w ith a pin in his nose on a n 
island in the Phillipines. 
Today, the fa ~hion world · has 
collided head-on w ith the sports world. 
Sudden! , it 's not how ou pla. the 
ga me, i.t's wha t you look 1 ike whf'the r 
ou p lay the ga me or not. _ 
Inside most sehools and a round most 
schoo lyard , you r arel st>e the 
Phillipino brand of sneak~rs I wore in 
junior high . Names like Nike, Adidas, 
Puma, and Converse obviously adorn 
the stripes and waves of today's $30 
and up sneakers. Even the kids who 
~tand on the sidelines and stare wear 
them. 
Sweat suits , which 'used to be used 
for sweating are now too expensive to 
get dirty. The simple grey sweats 
athletes wc>re have given birth to 
jogging suits for the elite by Pierre 
Cardin and Yves St. Laurent at -$60 
and $70 apiece. I'm sure most of the 
people that wear these suits haven't 
broken a sweat in many years doing 
strenuous exercise. 
It doesn't matter what the sport, 
there is a line of fashion apparel for 
you. If you can't be good at what 
you're doing, at . least you ca'n look 






A Public Service of This Newspaper 
& The Advertising Council 
underwear to Tracy Austin tennis 
socks, you can look and feel like a 
million . 
Granted, the quality of a lot of sports 
merchandise is much better, but how 
many of the people wearing the stuff 
are wearing it for the quality? Sports 
fashions mean big bucks. 
Tl)e other qay I was in th(' Altamonte 
' Mall browsing through the stores. I 
was browsing because there weren't 
many things I couJd buy without 
bringing Wells Fargo along with me. 
Naturally, I gravitated into a spor-
ting goods store to drool over equip-
ment l ·couldn't afford . There among 
the $ 70 jogging suits and $100 
baseball gloves, I wandered into the 
sneaker section where I heard 
something that would warm my 
·mother's heart. 
A boy, who a p~~a r~d -~?- ~e. a bout 13, 
went streakiilg past me toward the 
aisle with the "Cadillacs of the feet." 
He grabbed a p~ir of sneakers ·and 
began jumping up and down. His 
mother, dressed in a Pierre Cardin ten-
nis outfit, came dragging herself 
behind. .__ . 
"I found 'em Mom, I found 'em!" 
said the boy. " and they're on sal~ too, 
Isn't that great?" 
The. mother, obviously wanting to 
get out of the .store sighed and replied, 
"I told you, I'm not spending that 
much . Now, how much are they?" 
They're only $42.95 Mom, it's a 
great deal for Nikes." 
"Whew. What a relief! I thought you 
were going to buy the expensive ones." 
With that she kissed him and both 
went happily on their way . 
Sure is a long way from the pin-in-
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of Beer 
(with this coupon) 
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"Clip Ole' Captain Crusty for $1.00" 
Set Your Sails For 
Orlando's Newest Pizza Tavern. 
Comer of 15-A & Lake Underhill 273~5010 
rM~M~~m r1~rn~rn r~rnrnrn ~ m[~f Ml~rn mM rnm~~ rn[ m~ r~m ~ ~~mm~[ ~l~b ~Mr ~1m ,m~~ rn~u 
STARTS TOIJllY! [!!] 
..- I 
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OPINION 
IS your Fut-.re a thing of the past? 
. . ' 
This editorial is not full of financial 
figures-for _ those you can read the 
fromt page story. This ·editorial con-
tains facts of a different kind. Facts of 
e:g10tion, not dollars-and cents. · 
One- of the questions facing the 
s~udents of UCF today is wheth€r or 
no~ this universify merits a student 
newspaper, and, if it - qoes, are the 
students concerned enough to support 
one? · 
We at the Future feel the answer to 
both questions is yes. There were some 
in the senate meeting Tuesday that 
disagreed. Some people believe that we 
do not serve the best interests of most 
students at th!s university. Last week's 
front p~ge story concerned the misuse 
of a potentially dangerous insecticide 
(MOCAP) on the grounds of UCF. 
Most students, Greeks, and indepen-
dents and even senators, walk, sit and 
sunbathe on the grass at this school. 
Surely this article was .important 
enough to be brought to light. It would 
riever have come to t}:ie surface had 
Mike Lafferty not taken t.he time, made 
the effort and had access to a 
newspaper, in order to inform the 
students here. 
It has ·1ong been a cliche' in this 
business that news is when a man bites 
a dog. . Apparently . another phrase 
should · be added to this tired ex-
pression. One man's news is another 
man's PR. 
- ·-
we realize the impact of the newspaper 
on the university. 
Buddy, can you spare some dough? 
Due to very r~cent budget cuts, Inside Line~· fabulous food issue will not run thi 
. week. The Futur~ staff rose fo the occasion--this time--and managed to put out 
Admittedly we cann.ot · cover every 
awards ceremony, banquet or club 
event. It is regrettab.Je that some people 
fail to receive the proper recognition 
they deserve, but ~e do not single any 
specific group or org.anization out. 
No organization is perfect. We have 
succeeded in some areas and failed in 
others. However, we too are students in 
a learning environment and are trying 
newspaper, at least. 
This art was planned for the Lines' cover. 
Some feel we've bitten off more than 
we could chew with the magazine. 
As editor, I strongly agree that 
frivolous features should be the 
first item to be chopped 
from the paper. 
After all, printing 
these things cost 
an arm and a leg. 
Thanks everyone, 
for your work. 
See you next issue! 
Lee Elliott 





Laura. J. Hoffma.n 
Business Manager 
Paul A .. Taylor 
Managing Editor 
The student senate, of all to gain enough experience to make it in 
organizations, should realize the· a very tough business. 
problems of a lack of communication. '-,. We have no chance for obtaining ex-
We honestly try to serve the interests of perien.ce, and you have no chance of 
the majority of the students a.t UCF. gaining information if there is no 
How can we know how · well we are 
doing if we don't know how well we 
are received? Communication is a two 
way street. Althougli we receive some 
input, it is only now with our close 
contact with the senate this week did 
newspaper. 
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.SG Senator doesn't want t~ see the day the Future dies 
E,ditor: 
The dqy the Future died! I was unsure 
about the meaning of the word future, 
so I consulted Websters. Future: time 
that is to come; prospects for advan-· 
cement. 
Because actual student body par-
ticipation in the affairs of the Student 
Senate is virtually non-existent, our 
Student Government has made a 
terrible mistake--which you wm pay 
for. April 28-mark it down on your 
calendar--it was the day the Future 
died. 
At Tuesday's senate meeting a bill 
came before the legislature to fund the 
Future newspaper an extra· $10,000 so 
they could complete editi'ons for the 
rest of this year. Due to faulty business 
management (which has now been 
eliminated) the paper was broke. The 
week before Student Body President 
Blount came before the senate pleading 
for the money: It was urgent that the 
senate pass the bill Tuesday, or next 
Friday would be the final issue of the 
f iscal·year. 
So much for history-what happened 
Tuesday? 
The senate was divided. The first 
vote that came to the floor was just to . 
hear discussion on the matter. It 
failed. Our senate, representing the in-
terests of students, would not even 
listen to arguments for the paper--
Democracy in action! Due to some 
drawn-out politics, enough senators 
reconsidered to at least have 
di~cussion. 
Why the opposition to having a 
student newspaper? A small· number of 
senators started quoting poll results 
that they have taken of the students. 
Those senators claimed 90 to 98 per-
cent of .the students of UCF did not 
want the paper .extended. How could 
that small number of senators get to · 
that many students? Were you asked? 
Peer advisers hel·p out 
stlid~nts at registration 
Editor: 
In reference to Anne Porterfield's let-
ter to the editor concerning "professors 
avoiding registration and advise-
ment", she also mentioned' "the ad--
ministration did not see fit to provide · 
peer advisement at registration" . In 
addfrion to working thrnughout the . 
registration period, the Academic' 
Peer Advisement Team also worked 
during . the · two days allotted to 
Drop/Add. Since the Fall Quarter, 
l 980, the peer advisers have served the 
advisement an~ registration processes 
to ease the frustration level experien-
ced by many of our students during 
that time. 
On behalf of the 32 peer advisers, I 
would like to thank those students and 
fa~ulty who have .expressed their 
gratitude for the services the t~am has 
provided the university community 
s_ince September, l 979. 
Dr. Kenneth E. "Pete" Fisher 
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How could this be so wi'th 9,500 statistics of no one reading the paper. 
students taking the paper every week? Second, it cripples the paper fo~ 
It did .not make sense to me, but these (ironically) the future. It has taken 
statistics were enough to sway the 12 years for our newspaper to advance . 
· senate! to where it is now. We will lose the ex-
Recognizing the bill was certainly perienced staff, and worse still, we lose 
going t-o fail, an amendment was made the ad contracts that are so needed if 
to let the students decide. A referen- the pa.per is to survive. 
dum for today would have been What can you do? A petiti~n is going 
scheduled. . The referendum would around I)OW to. save the newspaper--
hav~ simply asked you to vote yes or no please sign it. Examine the senate 
if you wanted the paper t0 .have truly vot ing record in this issue. See if yur 
represented what the students want . It senators from your college are really . 
fa'iled! representing your interests. If not, con-
The meeting was extended for time tact Student Government. UCF--with 
and discussi9n went downhill from all its problems--verges_ on looking like, 
there. A fight almost broke out, and the largest commuter community 
we were still without a paper. Perhaps college in the country. At a time when 
a fitting end to this remarkable senate our university President is trying to put 
meeting was a motion to extend the• this university on the map, the senate's 
meeting only 20 minutes to ~nake a action to cut the paper is one more step 
final· decision. It failed! from respectability . 
Implications of · this rpeetir:ig: One final note: Intent of this editorial 
Basically, as Webster puts it, there is 1s not to attack any specific senator. If 
no '!time yet ~o come, no prospects of I have offended anyone, well, I guess 
advancement." The Future is our only that is the price of believing you are 
outlet to the students--our on ly com- right. Don't let next Friday be THE 
munication. If you are reading this DAY THE FUTURE DIED! 
editorial right now you disprove all the .· Al Ferguson 
Skciteboards denied on campus 
Editor: During -the. past fe~ months some of 
I have been a student at UCF for the University Police have created a 
over two years now. The past year I problem for me insofar as threatening 
have been living in a nearby apartment to confiscate the skateboard from me 
·complex. While others prefer to use a for usil).g it around carp.pus. My means 
car, bicycle, or some other means of of trarisportation is, at least as safe as a 
transportation, I enjoy, as well as bicyle, and about as economical as it 
benefit from, using my skateboard. gets. So I can't understand the reason-
The skateboard provides a fast arid in- ing or premises behind · not allowing 
expensive form of transportation, for skateboards on campus. 





FOR·THE .~ONTH OF APRIL 
1. MICHELE DAVIS 
-2. LYNN BOWIN 
3. LIZ O'CONNER 
4. DAVE STROUD 
·5,. PAUL TAYLOR .. 
Total revenue from the accounts 
handled by these reps amounted to.over. $4,600 
for Y.our campu~ newspaper. 
NEED A TEMPORARY '908? 
KELLY GIRL HAS THEMI 
Kelly Girl. ttll runber 1 and l•gest cierlcal temporary service In Orlando. ha Im-
mediate openings for: , 
• Secretaries • Accoonting Clerks 
• Typists · • Word Processors 
.We are not an agency and never charge a fee. We have dfice locations In both Winter 
· Park and South Orlllldo. You will always work close to home. 
!<fLl Y GIRL ,_ the largest and best trained staff d permanent personnel within cu 
industry. . '. -
e A rile d P1'i within cu ildmry that far . e Ow corporation has 34 yen d 
exceeds ncrmal anoun1s·. experience within our Industry. 
• Two pemnnt derk:al affice 1oCations to • We have 1(1 dlffnlt job categones. 
SIM CU~ and CU CIBtflJ*S. • D),(D) skilled persmnel have joimd Kelly 
• Autcmatic pay incrmes and lncanttve Services in ca 4501Jlflces wcrtdwlde. 






Future-May I, l98l 
. c;.parl{ . 
· AVmu~ 
A CLUO/DISCOTHEQUE · 
Presents · 
·T·H.URSDAY MAY 7 
·U·CFPARTY 
. -
Free Admission with UCF I.D. 
$1.00 & $1.50 DrinkS · 
·.FREE DRAFT 
~ 1 p.~. - 1211.rri~ 
AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES 
. (Call- 295-3751 For Information) . 
PRICES MAY CHANGE DUE TO SPECIAL OFFERINGS 
PROPER DRESS REQUIRED 
(OOE TO CHANGE IN FLORIDA LAW, YOO M<IST BE 19 OR OVER TO ATTEND) 
43l5 N. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL 
. , ,; 
EARN OVER $8.00 
A MONTH 
AND OPEN THE DOOR 
TO ATOP 
ENGINEERING FUTURE. 
How many corporations would be willing to pay you $800 a ~onth · 
during your junior and senior years just so you'd join the company after' 
gradu.ation?. Under' a special N:avy program we're doingjustthat. It's 
called the Nuclear Propulsion . Officer Candidate-College Program. 
And under it, you'll not only get great pay during your junior and 
senior· years~ but after graduation you'll receive a year of valuable 
graduate-level training ~hat is n~t available from any other· employer. 
If you are a junior or senior majoring in math, engineering or physical 
sciences, find out more today. And let your career pay off while still in 
college. 
For more information, call the N~val Management Programs Office at 
(904) 399-3840 (collect) or write Lt. Cliff B~ker, Engineering 
· Programs, Dept. of the Navy, 397~ Woodcock Dr. Jacksonville, Fl. 
32207 
